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What happens in and around the ACM Discord?

- HackNJIT & JerseyCTF
- Tutoring
- SIGs
- Networking/Volunteering/Job Opportunities
- Programming Competitions
- A dangerous place for the tuff, cool temporarily closed office, a cool Discord server, cool people!!
Tutoring

- Now available on Webex!
- Last day of tutoring is May 4 (may the 4th be with you)
- Schedules and link to the room available on https://computing.njit.edu/tutoring
- Have questions, ask in #webex-tutoring on Discord

- Looking for Summer Tutors! https://forms.gle/DjfCR2KWfracZY4Y7
  - DM/Email Andrey Morales with questions or if you’re interested in being a paid tutor!
Summer Opportunity: Break Through AI

- Paid 8-10 week AI/ML summer program learning, led by Cornell
- Targeted towards female (trans or cis) and nonbinary students majoring in CS, engineering, math, or related STEM field, particularly current sophomores (freshmen and juniors still eligible)
- Deadline: 05/03 at 12:00pm (noon)
- Learn more and apply here!
- Feel free to reach out to Sreya (sd757@njit.edu) with any additional questions!
Partner Organizations

- SIGGRAPH
- SIGCHI
- Art Club
- YWCC Mentoring
- Programming Team (ICPC)
- CSNP

- Google Developer Student Clubs
- NJIT Esports
- IGDA
- WiCS
- IEEE
NJIT Women in Computing Society (WiCS)

- NJIT's growing community of women studying in the fields of computing and technology!
- Annual Girl Hacks Hackathon!
- More info [here](#)!
NJIT Google DSC

侥 Student-run community supported and recognized by Google Developers that empowers students through technology

侥 Learn relevant skills

侥 Build real solutions / projects

Looking for Freshman + Sophomores who are interested in leading the club

Contact Andrey Morales on Discord (or email at agm39@njit.edu) (during the Summer is fine too)
Meet our Candidates!

David Garcia
Karnveer Singh
Gian Ordonez
Stephen Kymn
Vote here!

https://forms.gle/uDAvpyFsCADgTnER7
Answers For The Audience?

Suggestions, Questions, Comments, Concerns, Complaints, Confusion?
Open Floor
ACM Student Membership Benefits

- Free Textbooks, Courses and Webinars
- Access to ACM Digital Library
  - Research papers
- Access to the ACM Career and Job Center
- “@acm.org” email address
Connect With Us

Visit us online at njit.acm.org!
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